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A Glance To The Black Sea

Mehmet Salih Çelikkale

İsıanbul (Jniı,cr,sit},, Fislıcrias Faclllr-, ()r.lu cuıl. No.200 Laleli,
],ı/tııılıııl, 7'urkey

E- nı a i l : c e l i kkııl e (Qi s t anb ıı l. e tl u. l r

Black Sea has original characteristics of its own which attires the attention

of scüentists all over the world. After a depth of 'l50 m. it has an anoxic zone
containing mostly H25. Above 150 m. delicious fish are found. The salinity
differs from %6-18. The water of the Black Sea includes very important
minerals.
The pollution is also a problem for the Black Sea. The basin of the sea is
intensely populated. Poli-ag riculture is used. Urban and domestic remains
of numeTous settlements are led to the sea- The population around Black
Sea is about 50-60 millions. However, the rivers passing through an area of

2, 32 million km2 bring regional remaining of 20 countries with 150-200
millions of inhabitants. They bring also a lot of industrial remains of Europe
to the Black Sea (Çelikkale, 1991). The Danube with the industrial remains
of the northern part of the Black Sea pollute the sea mostly (Egorov, et

al.,1991).

The surface area of the Black Sea is 432,0OO km2, the water volume of
Black Sea is 547,0OO km3 the maximum depth 6eing 2212 m. (Sarikaya,
2OO3). Despite thiS it has a link through istanbul Straits which has a depth
of 70 m. and width of 700m. The rivers passing through a large area
include biogenetic elements, heavy metals, pesticides, detergents and fuel
which are figured as 525 thousand ton per year (Mee, 1998; Polikarpov, et

al., 1991; Zaitsev, et al,, '19B7).

This urban garbage and drainage double every year. After the Chernobyl
event, the radioactave items are Ied through the Black Sea and this will
probably also in the future. Some Russian scientist claim that below the soil
near the Black Sea a large amount of radio active materials, which were
produced to be used as materials of battle can be found, (Baranovski,
1995). The scientist also argue that from the military base in Yeysk which is
isolated on the shore of Azak Sea a lot of nuclear waste pass through-

They cIaim that this may cause a vital danger to the countries in the Black
Sea. lt is reported that tons of fuel has leaked from the base to the area
and are stocked under the soı].These may be carried to the Black Sea after

a possible earthquake, being the end of the Black Sea (Baranovski, 1995).



According to a publication summarising other works, after the Chernobyl
event the]re was an increase in the numbers of short lasting radionuclides.

However the amount of long lasting radionuclides did not exceed the values

strasyum and other radioactive elements still come through the Black Sea
(Egorov, et aL,1991; Polikarpov, et al., '1991;).

The ecological balance in the Black Sea perishes. This fact depends not

only on on-e factor but also on various other factors. These factors effect the

situation one by one and also change the situation in the Black Sea all

together.

As mentioned before through the rivers both the harmful remaining and

fruitful water loaded with nutrition come to the Black sea, These waters not

only nourish the Black Sea but also Marmara Sea. During the last 30-40
yejrs lots of dams weTe constructed over these rivers which brıng clean

and fruitful waste to the sea, The waters lose their nutritional characteristics
although they are carried under the Water to the basin. The decrease in the

hydro 
-technıque 

StrUctures of the water coming to the BIack Sea effect
positively the development of demersal and pelagic fishery (Alexandrov,

1991).

On the other hand, items such as nitrogen, phosphor coming with the

polluted waters cause eutrophication and in pelagial it causes the over

augmentataon in phytoplankton, For example; the amount of Aurelıa
auğmented two times, Exuvial cordata's quantity became more, The most

imğortant effect is the decrease in oxygen. On the other hand, nutrition is

widely affected because of the pollution on the sea line, Azov Sea pollutes

the Bİack Sea. Marmara Sea effects negatively the Black Sea because of

its polluted and lack of nutrients

According to the analytic evidences the change in ecosystem depends on

the eutrophication of the basin (Bronfmann, et al., 1 991), Pollution, over

eutrophication especially in the active region (0-50m) reduces the solar
penetration and prevents İhe naturaI nutrition.

The active layer in the Black Sea is exposed to eutrophication and besides
it has anthroğogenic effects causing the restructure of the ecosystem in the

sea. As a consequence, there is an increase in the number of jellyfish, in

other words there is a boom. The increase is mostIy monitored by the

nulnber of the last circle of food chain like Noctiluca, Flagellate and a new

kinj of Ctenophore, Mnemiopsis leidyi. The number of zooplankton which is
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widely consumed as food decreases thee. Mnemiopsis, the most vital rival
of the living creatures who are feeding with Plankton also eat the eggs of
fish mollusks. and their larvae causing the decrease of the population. The
decrease in zooplankton causes the damage in the phytoplankton-
zooplankton balance (Bryantsev, et al., 1991)-

This İiving organisims increased not only in the high sea but mostly along
the sea shore of 0-25 m where extensive biological activities occur in this
so called active zone. However, by recent studies their numbers
decreased This seems to be encouraging.

lıılost of the fish in the fishery are emigrants. They migrate between
Marmara - Black Sea, Azov - Black Sea or among other regions in the
Black Sea Large bonito, mackerel, chub mackerel, bluefish and anchovy
(especially Azov anchovy) and sturgeon from Black Sea to Azov ; Black
Sea anchovy and some sorts of grey mullets travel within the Black Sea.
These emigrations are for good as food and feed production and feeding
(Çelikkale,1991 ; Rass, 199,1, Slastenenko,1 955-1956; Svetovidov,1 964).

ln the Black Sea approximately 1 million ton of fish is caught each year,
Six countries benefit from the Black Sea and there is rivalry between
fishing. Due to this competition not only the fish in reasonable size but also,
are fished the undersized fish were caught in the end the fish stocks
decreased excessiveIy (Bingel, et al.,1993). One can easily see this in the

Mnemiopsis mccrady which can be defined also as "Black Sea Plague"
came into the Black Sea in 1987 and multiplied rapidly. According to some
studies in 1 m2 sea shore the number of .jumped from 381 to 5156, mosty
averaged as 478-4650 g/m', this number reached to unbelievable numbers
in polluted bays and gulfs. For example; in Sudak region near to Crimea the
number in 1 m' is figured as 27045,36300, 66300 in 1988, 1989 and 1990
reSpeCtively (Kovalyov.'l991 ).

To prevent the pollution in the Black Sea there ıs an international
cooperation among the countries along the Black Sea. ln order to achieve it

in 21 April 1992 in Bucharest "The contract to prevent the polIution in the
Black Sea" and in 1996 october 30-31 st "The Rehabiljtation of the Black
Sea and the Strategic Action Program" were signed. The decisions taken
in istanbul and Bucharest meetings are targeted to put these into effect.
Within this program different tasks were given to each country (Sarikaya,
2003). The realization of these acts. lt is the desire of the scientists and of
the Black Sea countries to realize these acts as soon as possible,



age composition of a fish population. ln other words, overrejuvenation, the

decrease in sizes is a sign of over fishing. Today all scientific circles are an

consensus that there is over fishing in the Black Sea. (Çelikkale, 1992;

Kara, et al.,1 994)

lt is impossible for the fish stocks to be enough for the fishing demands of

SiX countries of the Black Sea. Because the fishing capacity of the actual
fishing fleet is much more than the stocks. Even theTurkish fishing fleet is
to big much for the Black Sea. The fishing fleet of the Black Sea countries
should be Ied to high Sea fishing or to the Mediterranean Sea. ln other
words a further looking fishing strategy should be planned for the Black
Sea.

We can mention the two big cTeatures in the Black Sea. one of them iS the
Sturgeon which is a fish and the other is the do phin, a water living
mammal. ln recent years CITES started a well programmed study about the
sturgeons in the BIack Sea and in the Danube. This study is summed under
three main topics. FirstIy the deierminaton of the sturgeon stocks in the
Black Sea, secondly the biologicaI characterlsticS and emigration and
thirdly the reproduction of fish and leading to the sea to suppoı1 the stocks,
A long way iS tracked in the study. An ıntegrated project including all BIack
Sea countries is needed for the Black Sea fishing strategy about the stocks
of dolphins. Although in previous years there Were Studies about the
dolphin stocks carries out by Black Sea countries because of political
structure in these years a reasonable conclusion could not be attained.

Only the average values were able to be predicted (Çelikkale, '1989).

The sea traffic in the Black Sea is very busy. Especially, fuels, petroleum
transportation, affect the straits aS well as the Black Sea. The fuel
transportation brings big dangeı"s to the straits,
The Black Sea has the largest anoxic base in the world. The main element
causing this anoxic atmosphere is HzS which can be evaluated in the future

by scaentific stud ies.
lthink that this workshop handles the concerned issues and will enlighten
the future by the help of fruitful informatıon. This workshop wilI also help the
scientists in the Black Sea to esiablish new projects which will attire the

interest of other concerned countries in the world.
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